Word search – food skills

Practicing food preparation, cooking and knife skills will help you to prepare tasty and healthy meals.

1 Can you **find** all the food skills?

```
D I C E G J C S P E J
P G O C C D T B Q Q R
S N R S U I E U J F S
A S L A R T R H W H U
I Q E E T G C T S R S
B O I L E E F A Z Z I
C F R Y X P M T E W M
H J O Z I D R O L M M
O Q C X P Z U B C K E
P O S L I C E T J X R
```

- Boil
- Chop
- Cut
- Dice
- Fry
- Grate
- Mash
- Peel
- Slice
- Stir
- Simmer

2 Name the **food preparation** or **knife skill** being used in each image.

- **Dice**
- **Slice**
- **Cut**
- **Peel**
- **Grate**
- **Mash**